SNAP Time Limit for ABAWDs:
What Community Groups Should Know
The federal SNAP (food stamp) time limits for able-bodied adults without dependents (ABAWDs) go back
into effect January 1, 2016 in Arkansas. This is a federal law that was suspended for many years.
Individuals considered “ABAWDs” may only receive SNAP benefits for a total of 3 full months within a 36
month period—unless the person meets an “exemption” or complies with certain work requirements.

Who is an ABAWD?
An ABAWD is an able-bodied adult between 18 and 49 years old who is not disabled, pregnant, or living in
a household with minor children. Persons under age 18 or age 50 or older are not subject to this rule.

Who is exempt from the time limit?
The 3 month SNAP limit does not apply if the ABAWD meets any of the following:
 Working 20 hours or more per week, including self-employment or in-kind work
 Receiving a disability-based benefit (SSI, VA pension, Worker Comp)
 Certified as physically or mentally “unfit” for employment by a health professional
 Has been homeless for a period of time
 Receiving—or has applied for— Unemployment Insurance (UI) or TEA (Transitional Employment
Assistance)
 Participating in a drug or alcohol treatment program or a mental health treatment program
 Is a student enrolled at least 1/2 time in a high school or college (special rules may apply )
 Lives in a household with any child under 18—does not need to be child of the ABAWD
 Is pregnant—at any stage of pregnancy
 Is providing care for a disabled person or a frail elder

What if my client is homeless or appears unable to work?
 If your client appears to have a physical or mental impairment that prevents working full time—even if

not homeless—he or she can ask for an ABAWD “exemption” any time.
Remember, an ABAWD does not need to receive a disability benefit or meet the SSI disability standards
to qualify as “exempt” and SNAP eligible.


An individual who lacks a fixed and regular nighttime residence or an individual whose primary
nighttime residence is:
1. A supervised shelter designed to provide temporary accommodations - e.g. a welfare hotel or a
shelter for the homeless; or
2. A halfway house or a similar institution that provides temporary accommodations for individuals as
an alternative to institutionalization; or
3. A temporary accommodation in the residence of another individual limited to 90 days; or
4. A place not designed for, or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings.
Examples are a hallway, a bus station, a lobby or similar places.
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How can an ABAWD meet the work requirements?
If not exempt, there are three ways an ABAWD may be able to meet the SNAP work requirements including:
1. Working for pay at least 80 hours/month - roughly 20 hours/week
2. Participating in an eligible work training program for at least 20 hours/week OR
3. Volunteering with a non-profit organization a few hours a week to “work for benefits.”
For a list of SNAP Employment and Training Programs that may be available,
Visit www.dws.arkansas.gov or call 1.800.482.8988
Si necesita este formulario en Español, llame al 1-800-482-8988 y pida la versión en Español.

What is “workfare” and how many hours are required?
Community service is unpaid or volunteer work at a non-profit or religious organization.

An ABAWD may
qualify for SNAP if performing enough hours of volunteer work each month to qualify. Note that federal
SNAP law does not require state agencies (DHS) to find local community service placements.

 The number of volunteer hours required is based on the ABAWD’s monthly SNAP benefit divided by the

state minimum wage — $8.00/hour as of January 2016 in Arkansas. For example, an ABAWD receiving
$194 in SNAP per month must volunteer 20-24 hours/month –or about 6-8 hours/week.
 The community organization needs to sign the ABAWD Work Program

Participation Form for the client.

What if my client had a good reason for missing work?
 An ABAWD can claim “good cause” for not meeting the work or community service hours if he or she was

sick, transportation broke down or there was bad weather that shut down the workplace. As long as the
ABAWD has a job or community service slot but missed work hours for reasons “beyond his or her
control,” DHS should accept this as “good cause” and not terminate the SNAP benefits.

What else should I know?
 After receiving the initial 3 months-worth of SNAP benefits, an ABAWD may qualify for a second 3-month

period of SNAP. The ABAWD must meet certain criteria, such as having worked 80 hours for one month
or moving from a waived area, for this one-time extra 3 months of SNAP benefits.
Call 1.800.482.8988 to speak with a DHS Representative. They can answer questions about the

exemptions, work requirements and send you copies of the DHS ABAWD forms.

Are there appeal rights?
 YES!

Every SNAP applicant or recipient has the right to ask for a fair hearing to challenge any DHS decision
he or she disagrees with. That includes if/when DHS denies or terminates SNAP benefits for alleged
failure to meet an ABAWD exemption, a work or volunteer requirement.
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